Galileo

Prestige Italian Audio Rack Table

The first Gold Note Audio Rack is called GALILEO in honour to the Florentine genius born in the mid of 1500, probably the
most illuminated physician, mathematician, astronomer and engineer of the 2° Millennium.
The GALILEO Rack design combines several different details come from the best Gold Note turntables, the Bellagio Conquest
and the Mediterraneo, offering both a great dampening effect and a beautiful unique Italian design, that reminds the "Monumental Staircase of the Biblioteca (Library) Vasariana" in Florence made by Michelangelo Buonarroti as well as the Michelangelo Monumental Tombs of Lorenzo Dei Medici.
The soft curved and the rounded design of Galileo Rack shelf angles and edges combining a great look with a superb dampening extra efficient effect due to its anti-seismic design of the shelf made of a triple layer massive Italian Walnut wood interfaced
with stainless steel 3mm layer keep together by 16 stainless bolts for a total 45mm thick weighing 25 kilos module.
The Galileo shelf dimension is 700x650mm allowing handling 100kilos units each can virtually handle any kind of audio gear
deserves the best audio quality performance.
The Galileo is offered with solid finely machined aluminium Hourglass Feet with giant interfacing Bronze Inserts.
The Hourglass shape Feet feature a great dampening effect due to the elliptical shape better distribute the longitudinal forces
along the foot. Besides the foot is 10mm recessed into the wooden shelf and it is coupled each other with a 30x48mm giant
Bronze threaded insert allowing the best sound performance.
The Galileo is a fully modular design Audio Rack allows building any custom design system starting from a single shelf rack able
even to build multiple horizontal tables.

The Galileo is offered in three options completed shelves including the foot to build the own
custom audio rack:
The GALILEO MAIN SHELF option features:
•1pc 45mm thick SHELF made of two massive Italian walnut wood anti-seismic layer with internal 3mm stainless
steel polished reinforcement coupled with 16 stainless bolts [25Kilos each]
•4pcs Galileo Bottom aluminium Hourglass FOOT with recessed area for spikes 50x140mm
•4pcs Galileo aluminium adjustable SPIKES for foot 35x40mm with washers
•4pcs Galileo Bronze threaded coupling SHELF INSERTS 30x48mm
•4pcs. Galileo Aluminium TOP COVERS 43x70mm
The GALILEO SHORT FOOT SHELF option features:
•1pc 45mm thick SHELF made of two massive Italian walnut wood anti-seismic layer with internal 3mm stainless
steel polished reinforcement coupled with 16 stainless bolts [25Kilos each]
•4pcs Galileo aluminium Hourglass FOOT 50x200mm
•pcs Galileo Bronze threaded coupling SHELF INSERTS 30x48mm
The GALILEO LONG FOOT SHELF option features:
•1pc 45mm thick SHELF made of two massive Italian walnut wood anti-seismic layer with internal 3mm stainless
steel polished reinforcement coupled with 16 stainless bolts [25Kilos each]
•4pcs Galileo aluminium Hourglass FOOT 50x300mm
•4pcs Galileo Bronze threaded coupling SHELF INSERTS 30x48mm
______________________________________
The GALILEO rack DELUXE key features:
•1pc 45mm thick SHELF made of two massive Italian walnut wood anti-seismic layer with internal 3mm stainless
steel polished reinforcement coupled with 16 stainless bolts
•Full Modular design allows custom assembling from one single shelf to "infinite" shelves with different height
options
•Hourglass extra solid machined aluminium adjustable four foot design
•Bronze clamp pillars interfacing the hourglass foot to increase the coupling effect and absorbing energy
•Adjustable integrated invisible spikes
(Optionally available even in Lacquer black or white simplified model. The Galileo Lacquered
option feature a 3mm thick artifical high dampening fibre layer instead the S/Steel of the Deluxe
Walnut option weighing total 18 Kilos)
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